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UNOLS Calendar and Activities

AGU- December 15-19, 2014- San Francisco
RVOC-April 27-30, 2015- Seattle, Washington
IRSO- October 20-23, 2015, La Jolla, California
R/V Knorr
1970-2014

R/V Melville
1969-2014
R/V Point Sur
1981-2014
R/V Sally Ride
R/V Neil Armstrong
NEW OCEAN CLASS VESSEL CHRISTENED
R/V SALLY RIDE WAS CHRISTENED IN AUGUST

Welcome to UNOLS
ONGOING EFFORTS

Assisting with bringing new ships into the UNOLS Fleet for fleet modernization-

Early Career Workshops & Chief Scientist Training Cruises-

Publishing next edition of the Research Vessel Safety Standards & Fleet Improvement Plan-

Providing data to the NSF Decadal Review Committee-

Ship Scheduling for 2015 & 2016-

NSF Call for Proposals for the UNOLS Marine Technician Pool-

Cruise Planning Module, UNOLS web site-